An accurate knowledge of the pulmonary aerosol particle transport in the realistic lung is essential to deliver the therapeutic particle to the targeted site of the bifurcating airways. The available in silico studies have enriched the knowledge of the aerosol transport and deposition (TD) in the lung; however, the absolute TD data in the realistic lung airway are still elusive. Therefore, in this study, a 3-D geometry of the human lung central airway is developed from the computed tomography (CT) images. A CT scan-based modified lung geometry with a smooth surface and nonrealistic Weibel's lung geometry is also generated. The coal mine exhausted aerosol TD in the upper airway is investigated. The Euler-Lagrange (E-L) method for particle tracking and ANSYS Fluent solver are used to carry out the entire investigation. The effective diameter method is employed to define the shape-specific particles and is integrated with the E-L method. The anatomical shape effects on the deposition patterns are investigated for different deposition parameter. The numerical results illustrated that the airway geometry, particle shape, particle diameter, and breathing flow rates significantly influence the aerosol TD pattern in the upper airway. The present study reports that airway tracheal wall is the new deposition hot spot for the CT-based geometry instead of bifurcating area for the idealized model, which might be helpful for zone-specific drug delivery to the respiratory airways.
Introduction
Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, there is a significant increase in power plant and motor vehicle usage. Consequently, air pollution has increased significantly over the past few centuries. The inhaled air (air inhaled by humans) accommodates a large percentage of suspended aerosols, liquid as well as solid, organic substances, and bacteria. 1 In the case of inhalation, nasal cavities and oropharyngeal airways act as a filter. Most of the inhaled micron particles deposit in the nasal cavities and oral region during the inhalation process due to turbulent dispersion and inertial impaction. The remaining (smaller) particles pass through the trachea and deposit in the bronchi and alveoli. 1 The deposition pattern in lung is attributable to biological and physical factors. The biological factor includes lung geometrical structure, different breathing pattern, and viscous mucus layer and periciliary layer. On the other hand, physical factor includes fluid-particle dynamics, fluid dynamics, particle physical properties, and different retention mechanisms. According to the published literature, the first approach to simulate the dust particle physical parameters effects on particle transport and deposition (TD) in the upper bronchiole is studied by Watson. 2 A theoretical study investigates aerosol TD in the human bifurcating airways and reports minimum deposition for 0.3 mm diameter particle. 3 The available published studies have adopted different particle tracking methods. The Lagrangian particle tracking and Eulerian particle tracking methods are the two main approaches to simulate particle TD numerically. Investigating the particles deposition pattern in the lung is challenging because of the highly complex anatomical arrangement of the lung. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Aslett et al. 8 developed a scale diagram of the respiratory airways; the study described the lung volume and subdivisions of the respiratory tract for a healthy man. Briscoe and Dubois 9 investigated the dimensions of the human lung and airway resistance based on different age and body size.
The most comprehensive and simple human lung geometry was defined by Weibel. 3 Weibel's study clearly explained the dimensions between the parent and daughter branches. Horsfield and Cumming 10 have proposed more practical lung geometry compared to Weibel's, the study reports that the daughter branches diameters are not identical. Raabe et al. 11 have developed an asymmetric lung model. Some geometrical developments of the idealized lung model have been conducted to overcome its complexity. 11, 12 Koblinger et al. 13 proposed a stochastic lung model to investigate the particle TD in the tracheobronchial airway, and the study used Monte Carlo technique to the random walk of the particle. Balásházy and Hofmann 14 used Monte Carlo technique to simulate the inspiratory flow. The results showed that the bifurcation zone is the hot spot for foreign particle deposition. Realistic deposition models have also been employed to accurately examine the actual particle TD patterns in a human lung. 15, 16 Cebral and Summers 17 have investigated the pressure and flow pattern for tracheal, and central bronchial in the anatomically realistic model and their investigation concluded that pressure decreased and shear stress increased in the stenosis part. Kvasnak and Ahmadi 18 have numerically studied unsteady airflow in a human lung computed tomography (CT) scan geometry. They have shown the velocity distribution and variation of air vorticity in the lung.
A range of published literatures has been performed to examine the deposition pattern of spherical aerosol particles in a nonrealistic and realistic geometry. 1, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] As the suspended particles are mostly nonspherical (NS) in size, 26 it is necessary to investigate the NS aerosol TD in the lung airway. Kasper 27 has studied the dynamics and measurement of the NS smoke particle. Wen and Kasper 28 have studied the drag and orientation of chain aggregates for NS particle. Kasper and Wen 29 has studied relative measurement as a function of submicron particle aggregates. Fan and Ahmadi 30 conducted a sublayer smooth wall model for ellipsoidal aerosol particle transport by employing the motion of the ellipsoidal particles. Zhang et al. 31 have studied the NS particle (ellipsoidal) TD in turbulent channel flow. A review study has been conducted by Kleinstreuer and Feng 32 on NS particle TD. They have reviewed theories for both spherical and NS particle TD in shear flow. Recently, a comprehensive review study has been conducted by Zhong et al. 33 for computational fluid dynamics (CFD)-discrete element method (DEM) modeling of NS particle and the representation of the NS particle is presented. In reality, during inhalation, particles can collide with each other, although most of the published study ignored the particle-particle collision effects for lung deposition. However, if the particle suspension entering the tracheobronchial airway is dilute, then direct particle interactions can be ignored. The deposition pattern in a realistic human lung and the deposition pattern for available in silico model should be significantly different due to the different anatomical shape. A comprehensive comparative study of the various anatomical shape geometry is essential for proper understanding of the pharmaceutical aerosol deposition pattern in the human airways.
In this study, a numerical framework for spherical and NS particle has been developed to examine the micron diameter particle TD in the central bronchiole of the lung. Different lung geometries are used to investigate the anatomical shape effects on particle TD. To inquire into the realistic aerosol particle TD pattern in the human airway, CT-based airway model has been generated. A comprehensive study for grid refinement and model validation is conducted. Moreover, an extensive parametric study has been carried out for particle TD for different deposition parameters for spherical and NS particles. The deposition pattern for idealized and CT-based lung model is shown in Figure 1 .
Numerical methods
In the current study, a three-dimensional (3-D), pressurebased solver and double precision serial processing model are used. ANSYS Fluent solver and Lagrangian approach are used for the numerical simulation. The following mass and momentum equations are solved.
where S m is the source term of mass.
where p is fluid pressure, g is gravitational body force, is the viscosity, andF is external body force. The standard k-! turbulence model is used as a viscous model. The air density is 1.225 kg/m 3 and viscosity is 0.00001789 kg/m-s used for the present study. The particle equation which is solved for the particle transport can be written as:
whereF is the force per unit particle mass, F D ðũ Àũ p Þ is the drag force and
is the fluid velocity,ũ p is the particle velocity, m is fluid, is density of fluid molecular viscosity, p is the particle density, and d p is the particle diameter. The relative Reynolds number can be define as
To introduce the NS particle, the effective diameter method (EDM) 34 is used and coupled with Euler-Lagrange method. In EDM, NS particle is deliberated as a spherical particle. In the present study, drag coefficient correlation is used to introduce the NS particle. A shape factor value is incorporated with the correction of drag and lift coefficient. Wadell 35 presented the concept of sphericity. The ratio of the surface area (A s ) of a sphere to the surface area of a particle (A p ) can be defined as the shape factor ( ). The surface area A s is equivalent to the volume of particle V p
Spherical particles have sphericity of 1 whereas NS particles have values less than 1. For a tetrahedron particle, the volume of a tetrahedron is ffiffi 2 p 12 s 3 , and the area of a tetrahedron is ffiffiffi 3 p s 2 . Therefore, equation (5) can be written as:
The flow is calculated by incorporating the coal particle with the density of 1.55 gm/cm 3 and the aerosol particle is nonevolving. It is evident that the coal mine exhaust particles cause interstitial respiratory diseases. 36 The SIMPLE scheme for pressure-velocity coupling 37 is used in the numerical modeling. To initialize the solution, hybrid initialization technique in discrete phase model (DPM) is used. Hybrid initialization solves Laplace's equations incorporating proper boundary conditions to create the velocity flow field that conforms to highly asymmetric geometrical models and the pressure field to append the fluctuate pressure in the complex computational domain. The inlet velocity and outlet pressure boundary 24, 38, 39 conditions are used to solve the particle transport, deposition and skip. Additionally, various air flow rates are used to show different breathing conditions. A stationary wall motion and no-slip shear condition are used as a wall condition. The 'trap' boundary condition is used for the DPM. [40] [41] [42] The boundary condition 'trap' means the particle will stack on the wall as soon as the particle hits the airway wall. This is a realistic condition because in the real case, human lung mucus is highly sticky and particle is trapped once contact with the mucus layer. The FLUENT user define function (UDF), and MATLAB code are used to track the particles physical location and their interactions with the wall domain. MATLAB code is also used to determine the specific zone deposition of the spherical and the NS particle.
The injection properties have been introduced for the microparticle injection in DPM. We have also used the inlet surface nodes to release the particles, considering every face of the tracheal inlet will release a particle. The particle initial distribution at the inlet surface is uniform and an equal air velocity is employed at the injection site. A velocity inlet boundary condition is used for the single bifurcation model. This study used monodispersed size particle, and all of the particles are introduced at once. The particles are injected at the beginning of the simulation. The particles number concentration is 4.1396 Â 10 7 particles/m 3 and the mass concentration of 1-mm diameter particle is 33.5968 mg/m 3 . Morawska et al. 43 investigated the detail particle mass concentration in residential houses in Brisbane during indoor activities conditions and found the mass concentration during indoor activities was 15.5 + 7.9 mg/m 3 . Israel et al. 44 found the average mass concentration of a rural control site was 39 mg/m 3 . The particle mass concentration varies depending on specific site and pollutions. The particle concentration value in the present study is in the range of realistic particle concentration values. The present manuscript did not consider the particle-particle interaction. However, the interaction of the continuous phase with the discrete phase has been performed. The particle-particle interaction is necessary when the volume concentration is greater than 15% and in reality, it is nearly impossible to reach 15% volume concentration for lung. Particle-particle interaction during the particle-gas flow can be neglected if the particles become dilute. 45 The collision-free flow corresponds to the dilute phase and particle-particle interaction can be neglected for particle transport in the human lung. Moreover, almost all of the published literature neglect the particle-particle interaction effects for human lung modeling. The average run time for the present simulation was approximately 92 h. A SGI Altix XE Cluster and 960xE5-2680v3@2.5 GHz 64 bit Intel Xeon processor cores (12 cores processors) was used for the present simulation.
Geometry generation
The realistic geometry construction of the lung airway is challenging because of the highly complex anatomical arrangement of the lung. The geometrical structure of the human lung varies from person to person depending on age and health conditions. In recent years, several geometric improvement of the human lung have been conducted. In the case of modeling of particle TD in the lung, Weibel 3 lung model is still being used. Some anatomical developments of the idealized lung model were conducted to overcome its complexity. 11, 12, 46 In this study, the human lung geometry from a healthy person has been extracted from a CT image. The de-identified DiCom images of a healthy adult lung are used to extract the 3-D anatomical model. The normal CT DiCom images of 51 years healthy male were taken from near the larynx.
There are several steps are followed to develop the geometry from CT DiCom images. Firstly, de-identified CT scan DiCom data from a healthy individual has been collected from a local hospital (The Prince Charles Hospital, Brisbane, Australia). Secondly, the visualization and geometry generation software AMIRA are used to visualize the raw data. Figure 2 (a) shows the raw CT data cross-sectional image and Figure 2 (b) represents the cross-section of the row CT data with volren. Figure 2 (c) shows the lung airway with the skeleton. To show the airway lung image, appropriate threshold and volren properties are used.
The third step is to extract the 3-D model from the CT images and the commencement of surface reconstruction. Figure 2(d) shows the image of lung lobes and airway geometry with the lobes. Some missing surface appears on the lung airway during the surface rendering. Geometry generation software GEOMAGIC is used for the surface rendering and redevelopment of the missing surface. After proper surface rendering and reconstruction, the final 3-D geometry of the lung airways has been created. Figure 2 (e) is the final 3-D model of the lung airway. This study considered only the single bifurcation of the upper airway (Figure 2(e) ).
Mesh generation
The lung geometry (Figure 2(e) ) is not symmetric and consists of complex geometrical shapes. An unstructured tetrahedral mesh (Figure 3(a) ) has been generated for the upper airway model. Due to the enormous number of elements, the tetrahedral elements are not clearly visible. Inflation layer mesh is generated for better near wall mesh treatment. The inflation layer elements are assigned as hexahedral to explain the complex flow field near to the wall. The transition ratio of the inflation is 0.202, and the growth rate is 1.3. Figure 3 (b) and (c) shows the inflation layer mesh at the wall and the inlet respectively. To generate a finer mesh, advance size function on curvature and proximity is used, and the maximum face size of the mesh is set to 0.00031225. To investigate the airflow at the carinal angle of the lung geometry, a fine tetrahedral cells are generated at the carinal angle area. The minimum orthogonal quality of the generated mesh is 0.19. The residual convergence criteria for the mesh convergence test is used as 0.0001.
Grid independent test
A grid refinement test for the generated mesh is investigated. Seven different sets of elements are constructed for the mesh independent test. Figure 4 represents the grid independence test results for dynamic pressure at the outlet, velocity magnitude at the inlet, and the deposition efficiency (DE) respectively. The grid refinement test results illustrate that the solution for different parameters are getting stable at 7.2 million elements, which theoretically declare that the present 7.2 million computational elements are sufficient to calculate the particle TD in the single bifurcation model of the human lung airway.
A comprehensive validation has been performed, which can be found in the supplementary section.
Result and discussion

Different geometrical model
To investigate the anatomical shape effects on aerosol particle TD, the well-established Weibel's symmetrical model, asymmetric modified CT model, and CT-based lung model dimensions are used to generate the geometry of the central airway of the human lung. In the case of modified CT lung model, the lung wall surface is kept as smooth as Weibel's symmetrical lung model. The extracted 3-D realistic model is highly complex in structure with uneven curves and bends all over the surface. Microparticle TD in the central airway of the three different anatomical models are investigated. Table 1 shows the summary of the CT-based lung model dimensions, Reynolds number and Stokes number in the current model. The hydraulic diameter of the noncircular inlet and the outlet of the realistic lung are measured.
The velocity profile along the selected line of the tracheal tube is plotted for different anatomical models. Figure 5 shows the velocity profile for 60 l/min flow rate. The calculated profile at the tracheal airway for idealized model and modified idealized model reports no velocity difference, while the velocity profile for CT-based model shows velocity difference near the tracheal wall. The For better understanding of the flow field for CT-based anatomical model, velocity contours at the different planes are calculated. Figure 6 shows the velocity contours at 60 l/min flow rate for laminar and k-! turbulent model. The velocity contour is presented along with the velocity vector and the contour at the tracheal region (plane 1) for both model shows a similar velocity field. Plane 2 and plane 3 present the velocity contour at the right and the left airway, respectively, and report a negligible turbulence fluctuation variation for both models like the velocity profile presented in Figure 5 . For nonrealistic model, the velocity field at the tracheal area is found fully developed and the flow field becomes complex at the bronchioles. Figure 7 reports the respiratory deposition for 10-mm diameter particles at fast breathing pattern for different lung models. Figure 7(a) to (c) depicts the spherical particle deposition for Weibel's, modified, and realistic geometry, respectively. Figure 7(d) to (f) presents the NS particle deposition pattern for the same geometry configurations. The Weibel's and modified CT geometry show that the deposition density is profound at the carinal angle and the bifurcation area. As mentioned in the literature review that the area near the bifurcation angle is the hot spot for deposition for nonrealistic geometry. On the contrary, the 3-D realistic geometry of the central airway reveals a new deposition hot spot (DHS) for particle deposition. The deposition scenario demonstrates that the deposition concentration is dominant at the lung tracheal wall compared with the carinal angle. The present particle TD scenario of the realistic CT lung model clearly differ from the previously published study based on the nonrealistic lung model. As the nonrealistic model showed good agreement with the published nonrealistic model, this may infer that the previously published nonrealistic models are unable to demonstrate the realistic particle deposition scenario in the lung airway. Recently, Mead-Hunter et al. 47 also showed the similar types of deposition pattern at the central airways for CT-based Sprague-Dawley rat model, which also support the findings of the present realistic lung model. The anatomical structure of the airways, particle diameter, and flow rates play an important role for the aerosol deposition. At the very upper airway, inertial impaction is the main tool for deposition irrespective to the anatomical structure of the lung. The microparticle inertia has a main role for particle deposition at the bifurcating angle of the nonrealistic lung geometry. Particle usually follows the air streamline during the movement. Larger particles cannot monitor the air streamline if there presents any curvature, bending, or obstruction. As a result, particles diverge from the air stream and get in contact with the obstruction. For nonrealistic geometry, particles only interact with the bending wall at the carinal angle, and that is the reason the bifurcation area is the DHS. On the contrary, for the CT scan-based realistic lung airway, when particles with considerable inertia encounter any barrier on its way at a higher flow rate, the particles stray from the streamline and interact with the barrier. This explains the higher particle deposition concentration along the walls of a CT geometry based lung airway. Turbulent effects on aerosol particle TD is investigated for 60 l/min flow rate. Table 2 shows the calculated deposition efficiency for different diameter particle. The overall calculation shows a negligible DE difference (less than 2%) for laminar and k-! turbulent cases at the upper airways. The DE for nonrealistic model is found significantly lower than the realistic model.
To analyze the DHS more comprehensively in the three different lung geometries, the deposition density curves for the deposited particles are investigated. Figure 8 illustrates the deposition density of the spherical particles at different breathing conditions. Figure 8(a) demonstrates the deposition density of the different diameter spherical particles during slow breathing pattern. Figure 8(b) and (c) shows the spherical particles deposition density comparison in Weibel's and modified lung geometry, respectively. The deposition density curve reports that the bifurcation area is the DHS for both Weibel's and modified lung geometries, regardless the particle diameter and breathing pattern. The previously published results of Russo et al. 48 also support the present result. Russo et al. 48 also calculated the percentage of deposition at different portions of their smooth and ringed like geometry for the central airway and found a similar deposition concentration in the bifurcation area. Figure 8(a) to (c) also reports concentration of the 10-mm particle in the bifurcation area is noticeably higher than the 5-mm and 1-mm particles. The inertia of the larger diameter particle and higher flow rate increases the DE at the bifurcation angle than the smaller diameter particle. Particles with large inertia are unable to follow the curved streamline; consequently, these particles will hit the wall of the carinal angle. The curve shows that the deposition density in the bifurcation areas increases with particle diameter irrespective of the flow rate. Figure 9 (a) to (c) reports the NS particle deposition density for different diameter particles. The NS particle density curve shows a similar DHS similar to the spherical one. The density curve illustrates that the deposition density of the 10-mm NS particle in the bifurcation area of the modified geometry is greater than the Weibel's geometry regardless of the flow rate. The modified lung model is geometrically asymmetric, explaining why NS microparticles' aspect ratio and large inertia acts a significant role in the deposition in the bifurcation area. Figure 10(a) shows the deposition density at the upper part of the trachea decreases with decreasing particle diameter at 15 l/min flow rate. Figure 10 (c) also shows a similar deposition pattern for spherical and NS particle during the fast breathing pattern. The deposition density curve shows the DHS is in the upper section and the bifurcation area of the central airway. The deposition scenario also shows that NS particle deposition density at the upper section of the trachea is higher than that of the spherical one. Figure 10(b) and (c) shows the spherical particle deposition concentration in the bifurcation area is higher than that of the NS particle, whereas Figure 10(a) shows an opposite scenario in the bifurcation area. The 3-D realistic geometry asymmetricity and particle aspect ratio are responsible for these types of deposition pattern in the central airway. Figure 11 (a) and (b) shows the DE comparison for spherical and NS particle at different flow rates. Figure 11(a) shows the DE of the spherical particle for different lung geometry. The Weibel's, modified, and CT scan-based lung geometries show the DE increases with the increasing values of the flow rates irrespective of particle diameter. Figure 11 (b) shows a similar deposition pattern for the NS particle. The overall DE comparison shows the DE of the spherical and NS microparticle in realistic lung geometry is significantly higher than the nonrealistic geometry. Table 3 shows the summary of the escaped particles through the two bifurcation branches. The particle transport history indicates that a significant amount of particles have gone through the daughter bronchioles, which would then enter the 2nd bifurcation of the airways. In reality, those particles could travel the rest of the downstream generation after the second generation to the 23rd generation in a whole lung model. Depending on the size distribution, smaller particles could pass into the alveolar sacs, and finally, the particles could get access to the blood of the body. Figure 12 depicts that the DE for different lung model is relative to the inertial parameter d p 2 Q, which also indicates that impaction is the leading mechanism at the central airways of the lung.
Conclusions
In this study, the TD of microparticles ranging from 1 d p 10 mm in the idealized and realistic lung have been investigated. A numerical framework is developed to calculate the coal-mine exhaust microparticle TD in human lung airways. The numerical simulations have been conducted at different flow rates. The 3-D geometry of a healthy human lung airway was developed from the CT images. The following conclusions are drawn from the study:
New DHS is observed for the realistic geometry of the central airway. The deposition pattern shows that most of the aerosol particles are deposited on the tracheal wall instead of the carinal angle. Different DHS is observed based on the fluid flow rate. In case of a lower flow rate, particle concentration was mostly higher in the middle of the trachea. In the case of higher flow rate, the particle Figure 11 . Respiratory DE comparison for Weibel's, modified, and realistic lung geometry for (a) spherical particle and (b) NS particle. NS: nonspherical; DE: deposition efficiency. concentration was significant in the upper section and the bifurcation area. The coal exhaust particle diameter and fluid flow rate influence the deposition pattern. The DE increases with the flow rate and particle size. Particle shape influences the deposition pattern. The deposition density curve clearly showed that higher number of NS particles was deposited on the upper section compare to the spherical particle.
The findings of the present study for CT-based realistic lung geometry would benefit the pharmaceutical industry to design the drug delivery systems to the respiratory airways. As the realistic lung airway shows a new deposition pattern, the present finding may be used to develop a more realistic therapeutically targeted medication transport system for the respiratory tract. The current particle transport data for the CT-based central airway and further investigation of more distal airway generations would give a clear idea about the pharmaceutical aerosol transport to the transitional airways of the lung. The new deposition pattern for realistic lung model differs from the available in silico model. This is an important improvement for the understanding of the more realistic zone specific drug delivery system. The present study, together with a more comprehensive study on the size-specific particle TD at the more distal airways of the realistic lung geometry, will provide clinically and biologically relevant models of targeted drug delivery systems into the lungs. These models would guide the development and testing of novel therapies for lung disease, including inhaled bronchodilators, antiinflammatory agents, antibiotics, and replacement therapies. The comprehensive particle TD investigation for more generation of CT-based lung airway (based on CT data resolution) for size-specific polydispersed particle will be the next study to improve the knowledge of the targeted drug delivery system in the deeper airways. The future study will also consider more realistic sample for healthy and diseased lung for better prediction of particle TD.
